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step into style
Enter a world of inspiration with the Krono Original flooring collection, now with an
additional three new ranges and nine new decors. Take a look at the beautiful yet very
tough Floordreams Vario, the authentic floorboard look of Vintage Long, the striking
narrower planks of Variostep Prestige. Functionality combines with stunning looks on all
our flooring, whether woodgrain or stone effect they are easy to fit, easy to care for,
durable, hygienic and environmentally friendly. And wherever inspiration takes you, with
our on-trend decors you can make your own style statement with complete confidence.

5541 Bedrock Oak (HC)
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good looks that run deep
Krono Original® is all about breaking the mould and challenging convention. That’s why the beauty of
these designs is far more than skin deep. So for instance, you’ll love the way the 1clic2go system makes
fitting Krono Original® simple and satisfying. And Aquastop moisture protection means your floor keeps
its good looks through the years. With Krono Original®, beautiful innovation runs right through.

Guarantee

A.B.C. Anti Bacterial Coating

All Krono Original® laminate floors are put through a series
of rigorous tests in order to comply with international quality
standards, which is why we give you an extensive guarantee
with every product. You can rest assured that, whatever
range you choose, it’s going to be easy to maintain and will
give you enjoyment for many years to come.

Keeping your flooring as clean and free of bacteria
as possible is naturally a major concern. We can‘t see
germs, but we all know the problems they can cause if left
unchecked. Allergies can be aggrevated and illness can
result. A Krono Original® A.B.C. Anti Bacterial Coating
inhibits the growth of bacteria on your flooring and
provides you with the peace of mind that comes from a
healthy home environment.

Stain and imprint resistant
Whatever you might spill, be it red wine, oil or jam, don’t
panic; it can be easily removed. Krono Original® is also
abrasion resistant, robust and proven to be one of the
most resistant floorings available, even heavy furniture
won’t leave an imprint (ideally, castors and furniture legs
should be protected with felt pads).

Twin Clic
The Krono Original® Twin Clic system has been specifically
designed to make fitting your laminate flooring as easy and
hassle free as possible. With Twin Clic, the self aligning
tongue and groove profile allows individual panels to be
joined together quickly with minimal tools or complications.

1clic2go
Our 1clic2go system simply clicks together for easy
installation, especially in hard to reach areas like radiators
and doorways. To show that the panel has been correctly
installed, you’ll hear a click when the end section connects.
High stability prevents joints from coming open.

Multi Patent Indemnity
Enjoy 100% security with multiple patent protection! In
addition to the Kronoflooring patents, this Multi Patent
Indemnity certificate provides extensive protective rights
for VALINGE INNOVATION AB International and UNILIN
patents worldwide. This involves assured, unrestricted
product use of the glue-free click system for the trade.

Authentic Embossed
The high quality Authentic Embossed structures feature
elegant contrasting and a thrilling multi-gloss effect that
emphasises the depth of the structure with matt and gloss
elements that reflect the light differently. The synchronous
pores follow the grain of the decor, meaning they flawlessly
mimic the character of natural wood.

Handscraped
A breathtakingly elegant and realistic oiled wood finish,
with gentle irregular undulations, inspired by traditional
Amish craftsmanship. The soft matt surface replicates
the hardwood area of solid flooring gently polished over
time due to footfall. Meanwhile the deep matt pores are
highlighted with glossy accents.

Eco Friendly
All Krono Original® floors are environmentally friendly as
standard made of 70% wood sourced from sustainably
managed forests. What’s more, the entire production
chain – from raw materials to the finished product – has
been certified and is regularly inspected by independent
experts, ensuring peace of mind for you – and protection
of our environment.
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From highly acclaimed decors to clever click-into-place fitting, Krono Original® boasts the very latest in innovative
features and top quality specifications.

Range
Plank Size

Utilization
Class

AC Rating

Guarantee

Pack Coverage

Panels
Per Pack

floordreams
vario

33

AC5

30 years

1.48m²

6

32

AC4

30 years

1.41m²

5

32

AC4

30 years

1.73m²

7

32

AC4

20 years

2.52m²

6

32

AC4

20 years

2.22m²

9

32

AC4

20 years

2.22m²

12

32

AC4

20 years

2.22m²

9

31

AC3

15 years

2.47m²

10

Aquastop

Anti Bacterial
Coating

Joint

Groove

Authentic
Embossed

Handscraped

*

1285 x 192 x 12mm

vintage
long

*

2000 x 192 x 10mm

vintage
classic
1285 x 192 x 10mm

impressions

1285 x 327 x 8mm

supernatural
classic
1285 x 192 x 8mm

variostep
prestige
1285 x 157 x 8mm

variostep
classic
1285 x 192 x 8mm

kronofix
classic
1285 x 192 x 7mm
* selected decors

K060 Alabaster Barnwood (BW)

features guide
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feels as good as it looks
You can have it both ways. On the one hand you enjoy the tactile aesthetic of superbly
reproduced natural textures, yet with none of the drawbacks of a real wood floor.
The Krono Original® Authentic Embossed / Living Pore range gives you the look and
feel you’ll love, plus the convenience and advantages of a high quality, 21st century
laminate material.

K051 Pier Oak (MO)
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A Krono Original® floor is a joy to live with. Our stylish portfolio of surface textures is created for long-lasting comfort
and good looks. Above all, Krono Original® floors are beautifully simple to keep clean, just a quick wipe whisks away
allergy-causing dirt and dust.

Authentic Embossed,
Vintage Hickory (VH)

Authentic Embossed,
Rustic Chestnut (RC)

Authentic Embossed,
Mountain Oak (MO)

Authentic Embossed,
Hand Carved (HC)

Authentic Embossed
Living Pore (LP)

Authentic Embossed
Royal Oak (RO)

Antique Stone (AS)

Super Matt (SU)

Rustic Finish (RF)

Nature Line (NL)

Woodgrain (W)

Historic Oak (HO)

NEW

NEW

Barnwood (BW)

Palace Oak (PO)

Grained Timber (GT)

K066 Relic Oak (GT)

design and surface textures
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a new level of perfection
Handscraped, a breathtakingly elegant and realistic oiled wood finish, with gentle
irregular undulations, inspired by traditional Amish craftsmanship and achieved through
groundbreaking embossed-in-register technology. The soft matt surface replicates the
hardwood area of solid flooring gently polished over time due to footfall, while the deep
matt pores are highlighted with glossy accents.

5948 Renaissance Oak (HO)
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Striking floorboard aesthetics.

“I’m a unique individual, with a unique
personality. My home reflects this. I
insist on surrounding myself with fabrics
and furnishings that reflect my personal
taste and my attitude to life. Flooring
is crucial. It sets the tone as soon as
you enter a room. I chose a Krono
Original ® floor with handscraped
texture. It has style, is easy to lay and
is perfectly simple to care for. It ticks all
my boxes.”

5536 Rushmore Chestnut [Vintage Classic]

5948 Renaissance Oak [Vintage Classic]

handscraped
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Bevelled edges on all four sides of the panel
Microscratch Protect surface
A.B.C. Anti Bacterial Coating
1clic2go – Quick. Easy. Secure.
Audible ˝click˝ when the end sections connect
Durable and hard wearing

5541 Bedrock Oak (HC)

30 year guarantee
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Extra-tough floors in high quality.
Beautiful rooms deserve a beautiful floor. With
Floordreams Vario from Krono Original®, even the
most ambitious design concepts can be realised. The
perfect choice for the commercial sector – especially
with heavy footfall. The surface is not only impressive
with its aesthetic appearance and attractive decors,
but also for its high durability. A further striking
feature: the 4-sided bevel for a luxurious look. A floor
for discerning users – in every respect.
K325 Silver Shadow Oak
Royal Oak (RO)

NEW

K326 Sundance Oak
Royal Oak (RO)

K327 Hillside Oak
Royal Oak (RO)

NEW

NEW

5541 Bedrock Oak
Hand Carved (HC)

8631 Castle Oak
Living Pore (LP)

NEW

NEW

8631 Castle Oak (LP)

floordreams
AC5, Class 33, 1285 x 192 x 12 mm

vario
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Bevelled edges on all four sides of the panel
Microscratch Protect surface
A.B.C. Anti Bacterial Coating
1clic2go – Quick. Easy. Secure.
Audible ˝click˝ when the end sections connect

5954 Hardy Oak (HO)

30 year guarantee
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The authentic floorboard look.
The traces of time are precious and beautiful
– so it’s little wonder that vintage style has
long been a dominant trend in homes of
sophistication. The Krono Original® Vintage
Long flooring is the perfect addition to our
Vintage collection – a stylish highlight by itself

Long plank
format
2000 x
192 mm

and when combined with other lengths in the
Vintage Classic ranges. Its structured surface
looks hand-finished and lends our Vintage
flooring an authentic, down-to earth charm.

5947 Historic Oak
Historic Oak (HO)

NEW

5954 Hardy Oak
Historic Oak (HO)

NEW

Authentic Embossed:
Synchronised pore

Vintage
AC4, Class 32, 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Long
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Authentic Embossed texture with
handscraped effect
Bevelled edges on all four sides of the panel
Suitable for heavy domestic and general
commercial use
1clic2go – Quick. Easy. Secure.
Audible ˝click“ when the end sections connect

K051 Pier Oak (MO)

30 year guarantee
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A timeless combination.
A tasteful fusion of old and new, Krono Original®
Vintage Classic flooring provides the perfect
foundation for a thrilling juxtaposition of tradition
and modernity. The popular vintage style has long
been in fashion, because it embodies the precious
traces of time, revealing its beauty in partly handfinished aesthetics.

5539 Bakersfield Chestnut (RC)

5539 Bakersfield Chestnut (RC)

vintage
AC4, Class 32, 1285 x 192 x 10 mm

Classic
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K051 Pier Oak
Mountain Oak (MO)

5535 Antique Chestnut
Rustic Chestnut (RC)

8155 Appalachian Hickory (VH)

5536 Rushmore Chestnut
Rustic Chestnut (RC)

5537 Tawny Chestnut
Rustic Chestnut (RC)

30 year guarantee
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5539 Bakersfield Chestnut
Rustic Chestnut (RC)

5948 Renaissance Oak
Historic Oak (HO)

5953 Chantilly Oak
Historic Oak (HO)

8155 Appalachian Hickory
Vintage Hickory (VH)

8156 Red River Hickory
Vintage Hickory (VH)

5947 Historic Oak
Historic Oak (HO)

5535 Antique Chestnut (RC)

vintage
AC4, Class 32, 1285 x 192 x 10 mm

classic
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A.B.C. Anti Bacterial Coating
Suitable for heavy domestic and general
commercial use
Extra-fast installation thanks to XL format
It is possible to lay the floor in a staggered or grid
format, due to the 2 tiles per panel
1clic2go – Quick. Easy. Secure.
Audible ˝click˝ when the end sections connect

K060 Alabaster Barnwood (BW)

20 year guarantee
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The look of Ceramic Tiles without the labour.
Get the paved look of wood or stone slabs without
the painstaking labour and expense of installing
ceramic tiles. Place in a grid or a staggered pattern
to achieve your desired design effect and enhance
any room – from the kitchen to the family room.

K035 Cross Town Traffic
Antique Stone (AS)

K060 Alabaster Barnwood
Barnwood (BW)

8457 Palatino Travertine
Super Matt (SM)

8475 Mustang Slate
Antique Stone (AS)

K035 Crosstown Traffic(AS)

AC4, Class 32, 1285 x 327 x 8 mm

impressions
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realistic woodgrain
texture
Elegant contrasting and a thrilling multi-gloss effect perfectly recreate top-quality
structures with the unique character of natural wood. The tactile synchronous
pores follow the grain of the decor. Beauty you can see and feel.

5542 Boulder Oak [Super Natural classic]
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A synchronous, decorative grain and structure

“I want to enjoy the natural beauty
of real wood without the downsides
associated with it. Authentic
Embossed by Krono Original® is the
perfect solution. Authenticity you can
see and feel. Structure you can touch.
Synchronous pores unite classy realwood aesthetics with comfort and
practicality for a top-quality laminate
floor.”
K268 Wolfsback Oak [Super Natural classic]

8573 Harlech Oak [Super Natural classic]

authentic embossed
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Bevelled edge of plank creates perfect wooden
floorboard effect
Suitable for heavy domestic and general
commercial use
1clic2go – Quick. Easy. Secure.
Audible ˝click˝ when the end sections connect

K268 Wolfsback Oak (PO)

20 year guarantee
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A stunning new achievement in realism.
Enjoy a high level of living comfort in every room
with our Super Natural Classic collection. The matt
or satin finished surfaces with Authentic Embossed
glossy or deep matt pores reproduce the features
of premium quality timber to give your floor a
natural look and feel.

Synchronous pores for a natural look and feel

5541 Bedrock Oak (HC)

5542 Boulder Oak (HC))

super natural
AC4, Class 32, 1285 x 192 x 8mm

classic
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8630 Aspen Oak (LP)

K268 Wolfsback Oak
Palace Oak (PO)

K286 Pennie Oak
Living Pore (LP)

NEW

20 year guarantee
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5541 Bedrock Oak
Hand Carved (HC)

5542 Boulder Oak
Hand Carved (HC))

5543 Colorado Oak
Hand Carved (HC)

8573 Harlech Oak
Living Pore (LP)

8630 Aspen Oak
Living Pore (LP)

8633 Shire Oak
Living Pore (LP)

5543 Colorado Oak (HC)

super natural
AC4, Class 32, 1285 x 192 x 8mm

classic
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Bevelled edge of plank creates perfect wooden
floorboard effect
A.B.C. Anti Bacterial Coating
1clic 2go: Clickable short and long edges
Suitable for heavy domestic and general
commercial use

K067 Calypso Oak (GT)

20 year guarantee
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For stunning floor effects.
Perfect for both contemporary and traditional
interior designs, Variostep Prestige is an exciting
new flooring concept from Krono Original®.
157 mm wide, panels are 35 mm narrower than
standard panels, with 4 bevelled edges enabling
you to create a highly attractive parquet effect.
It is the perfect flooring solution for any room –
whether modern or traditional.

K064 Elemental Oak
Nature Line (NL)

NEW

K067 Calypso Oak
Grained Timbert (GT)

7843 Vista Oak
Nature Line (NL)

NEW

NEW

7843 Vista Oak (NL)

variostep
AC4, Class 32, 1285 x 157 x 8mm

Prestige
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Bevelled edge of plank creates perfect wooden
floorboard effect
Suitable for heavy domestic and general
commercial use
1clic2go – Quick. Easy. Secure.
Audible ˝click˝ when the end sections connect

K066 Relic Oak (GT)

20 year guarantee
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Striking floorboard aesthetics.
The Variostep collection not only satisfies your
demand for unrivalled quality and easy installation.
Its V-grooves also create the cosy look of a genuine
solid hardwood floor. The grooves give your floor
a unique and charming solid plank appearance
as well as creating a sense of space. So if you’re
looking to give your room a breathtaking new
lease of life, you certainly won’t be disappointed.

K264 Golden Hammerwood (NL)

K264 Golden Hammerwood (NL)

variostep
AC4, Class 32, 1285 x 192 x 8mm

classic
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K031 Atlas Oak
Grained Timber (GT)

K032 Silver Dollar Oak
Grained Timber (GT)

K066 Relic Oak
Grained Timber (GT)

K264 Golden Hammerwood
Nature Line (NL)

K279 West Side Oak
Grained Timber (GT)

K281 Smugglers Cove
Grained Timber (GT)

K283 Coffee House Oak
Nature Line (NL)

NEW

NEW

8096 San Diego Oak (NL)

20 year guarantee
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4369 Dartmoor Oak
Rustic (RF)

5946 Rockford Oak
Rustic (RF)

5985 Sherwood Oak
Rustic (RF)

7658 Dark Walnut
Rustic (RF)

8096 San Diego Oak
Nature Line (NL)

8274 Modena Oak
Rustic (RF)

8725 Aberdeen Oak
Rustic (RF)

9748 Light Varnished Oak
Rustic (RF)

K032 Silver Dollar Oak (GT)

variostep
AC4, Class 32, 1285 x 192 x 8mm

classic
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Stain, moisture and imprint resistance
Suitable for heavy domestic and light
commercial use
Twin Clic – Classic locking system:
Clickable short and long sides.

K056 Main Oak (GT)

15 year guarantee
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Favourite for everyday living.
Kronofix Classic is the ideal laminate flooring for
today’s busy life. This Krono Original® laminate
flooring is lovely to look at, easy to care for and
highly resistant to the scuffs and spills of everyday
life. What’s more, Kronofix Classic is simplicity
itself to install and offers a perfect result.

K038 Bali Driftwood
Multi Strip, Grained Timber (GT)

K056 Main Oak
Multi Strip, Grained Timber (GT)

NEW

K071 Studio Oak
Multi Strip, Grained Timber (GT)

6601 Country Oak
Blocked, Woodgrain (W)

K038 Bali Driftwood (GT)

kronofix
AC3, Class 31, 1285 x 192 x 7mm

classic
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for your habitat, and for
the environment
Krono Original® is a concept rooted in long term perspectives. Sustainability is at the
heart of how Krono Original® is made, and where its future lies. Timber is sourced from
responsibly managed forests, and the product is fully recyclable. It also comes from
Europe’s leading wood-panel manufacturing group, an organisation that’s been truly
committed to reducing its environmental impact for many years. Depend on it, your
Krono Original® floor works with nature’s grain.

8475 Mustang Slate (AS)
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“I won’t compromise my principles.
When I buy something, I want to be sure
it comes from sustainable sources. So I
checked out Krono Original® floorings
and found out they use timber from
responsibly managed forests. I trust
them because, being one of the world´s
leading manufacturers of laminate
flooring, they have a sustainability
policy which commits them to reducing
their impact on the environment. Which
means I can update my home with
renewable materials.”

Wood is our world. And wood is natural. Consequently, we are at one with
nature. In our production and in our philosophy. Because we want to give
back to nature what it gives us in quality of life. That’s why we are careful to
only use wood from sustainably managed forests, FSC® and PEFC certified,
with completely traceable origins. In our manufacturing processes too, the
environment is always foremost in our mind. Our objective is to keep waste
from production as low as possible – and indeed throughout the entire
product life cycle. We achieve a high recycling rate within the manufacturing
process or alternatively use waste material to generate carbon-neutral
energy for our production facilities. Our water and energy consumption is
constantly monitored. This enables us to quickly identify potential savings
and of course implement them in an environmentally friendly way.
This affinity for nature carries over into our products. Our floors are not only
environmentally friendly, but also contribute to a healthy living environment.
We are committed to using low emission bonding agents that contribute
to the overall healthy balance of our products.

environment

Get the Krono Decor App now!
Available in Apple App Store.

Discover the wide range of products from Krono Original® – high quality flooring. This app provides
an extensive overview of all flooring designs in the Krono Original® collection. Get information on
our collection of quality floors, including designs, sizes and dimensions. You will also find our
warranty information and installation instructions. For every decor we provide the corresponding
item number in order to facilitate buying our quality flooring from selected retail outlets.

01/04/19
Product information in this brochure is correct at time
of going to publication.
The company has a policy of continuous product
development and reserves the right to change any
product specifications given in this brochure.
Due to variations in the printing process, colours in
this brochure may be subject to deviation from the
actual products.
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